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A THOUSAND SLAYS The fragrance opens with accords of champagne, star fruit and
golden quince. Its heart blossoms with crystal peony and purple
freesia, followed by the warm base of amber, almond crème, sugared
sandalwood and velvet musk. "Warm your heart a thousand times
over with a festive blend of sparkling champagne, crystal peonies and
almond crème."

A MILLI A MILLI This fragrance features notes of grapefruit, rose, cinnamon, spice
notes, mint, blood orange, blond leather, white woods, amber and
patchouli.

A THOUSAND WISHES see A THOUSAND SLAYS

ACQUA DI GIO see GEE-OH

ACQUA DI GIOA see GEE-OH-AH

AMBER CREAM see AMBER CREAM SUPREME

AMBER CREAM
SUPREME

A rich mellow golden amber, sweet vanilla cream, and hints of
cardamom, powdery musk and sandalwood.

AMBER KISSES A luminous veil of desire and passion. A warm and honey-like,
with an evolving intensity. Sophisticated and distinctive, it’s the
perfect marriage of ripe citrus and intoxicating oriental charm

AMBER WHITE see LOVE AMBER WHITE

AMETHYST Amethyst is a unisex Oriental floral fragrance with white floral,
tobacco, and amber main accords. With top notes of rose and lily, the
fragrance leads to middle notes of tonka bean and jasmine. Tobacco,
ambroxan, and patchouli leaf base notes complete this blend.
Recommended for spring, summer, and fall wear, the scent has
enormous sillage and very long lasting sillage.

ANGELS IN PRADA Is instantly seductive—pure pleasure wrapped in impulsive charm. It
takes us on a walk on the wild side, showing us a new facet of
femininity where more is more and excess is everything. Magnified by
white musks, noble benzoin comes together with a modern caramel
accord to give the fragrance a truly unique signature. This is a very
mature and sexy fragrance for the grown woman.

Notes:
Caramel, Musk, Vanilla, Benzoin.
Style:
Carefree. Sophisticated. Sensual.

ANUCCI see ANUCCI ANUCCI

ANUCCI ANUCCI A fresh masculine fragrance. It opens with notes of jasmine, citrus,
bergamot, chamomile and precious woods. Patchouli, lavender and
vetiver form the heart, while the base notes are musk, amber and oak
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moss. Recommended for the grown & mature male

ARMANI CODE (M) see THE CODE

ARROGANT see SEXY ARROGANCE

AVENTUS - M This scent celebrates strength, vision and success, inspired by the
dramatic life of war, peace and romance. Top notes: blackcurrant,
bergamot, apple and pineapple. Heart: rose, dry birch, Moroccan
jasmine and patchouli. Base: oak moss, musk, ambergris, and
vanilla.

AVENTUS - W The feminine counterpart to the iconic Aventus men’s fragrance,
Aventus For Her is a floral and fruity fragrance. Opening with head
notes of crisp green apple, fragrant pink pepper and zesty bergamot,
the citrus and fruity character of this fragrance blossoms into a
floral heart of rose, lilac and ylang-ylang. This opulent and sensual
perfume dries down to a base of sandalwood, patchouli, musk and
ambroxan, which amplifies the rich charm of this decadent blend.
Top notes are Green Apple, Bergamot, Lemon, Patchouli, Pink
Pepper and Violet; middle notes are Musk, Rose, Sandalwood and
Styrax; base notes are Black Currant, Peach, Amber, Lilac and
Ylang-Ylang.

BABY POWDER A classic powdery, floral fragrance. Everyone knows the sweet,
memorable smell of Baby Powder and for most, it evokes memories
of a sweeter, more simple time. Use this fragrance for a classic baby
shower favor or delight your customers with a transport back in
time to uncomplicated, clean elegance. Its fragrance is an earthy
blend of cucumber and citrus, making a very clean and fresh
fragrance for men and women.

BAD BOY The composition opens with fresh notes of violet leaf and bergamot.
Very soon the green-fruity opening leaves the space to the spicy
notes of the heart: red hot chili pepper Pimento, cinnamon and
black tea. The woodsy and elegant violet links it to the base
composed of olive tree wood, tobacco leaves, musk and myrtle.

BEAUTIFUL SUNSET Exotic, juicy and summery as always. It opens with notes of Alphonso
mango,

nectarine and blood orange. The heart features aquatic flowers with
raspberry and pomarosa or Malay apple. The base consists of
coconut, sandalwood and musk.

BITTER PEACH This fragrance contains notes of intoxicating pêche de vigne and Sicilian
blood orange oil that release the slick sweetness of a bitter peach at its
luscious peak. It has a sensual heart of rum-infused davana oil, while a
surge of patchouli and sandalwood lures the senses to the furthest
reaches of inner sensuality and abandon.

Scent Type: Fruity Musk

Key Notes: Peche de Vigne, Blood Orange and Patchouli
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BLACK COCONUT see COCO NOIR

BLACK ICE Masculine fragrance with fresh bergamot topnotes, wild lavender
and subtle florals are followed by sandalwood and soothing musk.
Inspired by the famous little tree air freshener scent.

Notes:

Top - orange, pine, citrus
Middle - violet, lavender, jasmine
Bottom - sandalwood, musk

BLACK JOCK This phenomenal fragrance is an incredible scent includes a mixture
of iced mango, spanish sage, patchouli noir, sandalwood, and tonka
bean. This amazing dark musk blend would make a great gift for any
occasion.

BLACK MOON Mirrors the rhythm of interaction between man and nature, powerful
and fresh yet capable of provoking subtle emotion. Top notes are
Lavender and Bitter Orange; middle notes are Mint and Clary Sage;
base notes are Ambrette (Musk Mallow) and Ambroxan.

BLACK ORCHID Sultry and sensuous, Black Orchid is a show stopping fragrance. Black
tru�e and ylang ylang enhance the dramatic black orchid heart note,
while patchouli and incense lend smokiness and intrigue in the base.
It is a rich and indulgent scent that is moder, opulent, luxurious, and
timeless.

Fragrance Notes unfold over time, with the immediate impression
of the top note leading to the deeper middle notes, and the base
notes gradually appearing as the final stage.
· Top Notes: Black Currant, French Jasmine, Black Tru�e, Ylang-Ylang,
Bergamot, Mandarin, Lemon, Bergamot · Middle Notes: Black Orchid,
Spices, Black Lotus · Base Notes: Patchouli, Sandalwood, Vetiver,
Incense, Vanilla, and Amber.

BLACK ORCHID see BLACK ORCHID

BLACK WOMAN see NUBIAN QUEEN

BLEU DE CHANEL see INFAMOUS BLEU

BLOOM BABY BLOOM Envisioned as a thriving garden of flowers, BLOOM, BABY BLOOM is
created to unfold like its name. The vivacious and abundant fragrance,
BLOOM, BABY BLOOM is an enterprising scent for women. Notes of
natural tuberose and jasmine leave an unexpectedly rich white floral
scent on the skin. Rangoon creeper, a plant that changes color when it
blooms, infuses a powdery, floral edge. The vine’s flowers are redolent
with a slightly powdery feminine fragrance. BLOOM, BABY BLOOM
transports the wearer to the verdant garden that inspired it.

Top Note: Floral, Rangoon Creeper
Middle Note: Tuberose
Bottom Note: Jasmine Bud
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BLUE ICE (M) A Sicilian mandarin combined with frozen grapefruit peel, bergamot
and juniper. Heart notes of rosemary, szechuan pepper and rosewood,
and the mix is rounded out with base notes of musk wood, incense
and oak moss.

BLUE ICE (W) An impish note of green apple emanates from this classic creation of
the most impertinent of Italian designers. It sparkles with flowers and
fruit notes that revels notes like the fresh air. The fragrance opens on
a fresh and gourmet note of sicily cedar, granny smith apple and
bluebells. The middle note is a bouquet of jasmine, bamboo and white
rose. The end note reveals hints of cedarwood, amber and musk.

BOB MARLEY see MARLEY MUSE

BRIGHT CRYSTAL see SHINE BRIGHT

CAKE BY THE POUND A sweet, airy swirl of fresh strawberries, golden shortcake & whipped
cream for her

CALL ME POPPY an irresistible scent that embraces many colorful characteristics.

This sparkling, fruity floral fragrance blooms by combining the
vivacious energy of COACH Poppy and the floral femininity of a poppy
flower for a fun and playful and bold scent.

The wearer is whimsical, modern, and subtly sophisticated. Her
exhilarating personality lights up the room like a ray of sunshine.

Notes:
Lychee, Mara Strawberry, Freesia, Mandarin, Muguet, Rose Centifolia,
Tuberose Fleur, Jasmine Sambac, Gardenia, Praline, Vanilla, Blonde
Woods, Musk.

Style:
Feminine. Sophisticated. Modern.

CHANEL NO. 5 see NO. 5

CLASSIC MAN A classified as a refined, aquatic fragrance . This masculine scent
possesses a blend of citrus and spice combined with lower notes of
musk, amber and woods. It is recommended for evening wear. A classic
scent for men.

CLOUD 9 a modern twist on a timeless white floral. With notes of jasmine extract,
tuberose oil, white gardenia, pink pepper & cashmere musk.

Key Notes:
Jasmine Extract, Tuberose Oil, White Gardenia, Pink Pepper, Cashmere
Musk

COCO
MADEMOISELLE

see MON 'MOISELLE
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COCO NOIR The scent of dark toasted coconuts.
Fragrance Characteristics:
· Classification: Gourmand/Sweet
· Scent Strength: Moderate
· Scent Style: Casual/Daytime

COOL WATER (M) see OCEAN VIEW

COOL WATER (W) see OCEAN VIEW

DAISY see LOVE LIVE DAISY

DAISY DREAM see DAISY LOVE

DECADENCE see OPULENT

DELINA Delina is a floral fragrance for women. Top notes are Litchi, Rhubarb,
Bergamot and Nutmeg; middle notes are Turkish Rose, Peony, Musk,
Petalia and Vanilla; base notes are Cashmeran, Cedar, Haitian Vetiver
and Incense.

DREAM OF ME A sensual and gourmand scent. It opens with fruity mix of litchi, golden
quince and kiwi. The provocative heart is composed of jasmine and
white chocolate. The base combines orris root, musk and woods.

EAT IT RAW A sweet, yet fresh sweet fruity fragrance that everyone has been asking
for. Melons, peaches, apples, pears and more. Very enchanting for both
men and women.

EAT THE CAKE A fruity gourmand fragrance with top notes are Strawberry and
Bergamot; middle notes are Sweet Notes, Orange Blossom, Violet and
Lily; base notes are Whipped Cream, Vanilla and Ambrettolide.

EFFN SAVAGE a radically fresh composition that is raw and noble all at once. Natural
ingredients prevail as radiant top notes burst with the juicy freshness
of Reggio di Calabria bergamot. Ambroxan, derived from precious
ambergris, unleashes a powerfully woody trail.

"A strong and unmistakable masculinity. Like the image of a
man who transcends time and fashion."

FEMME A floral woody fragrance, Femme opens with the crisp sensation of the
exclusive Powdery Snow accord, reminiscent of the beauty of freshly
fallen snow. Lifted with the radiance of bergamot, it evolves through a
bouquet of white florals (jasmine sambac and heliotrope) to plunge
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headfirst into the embrace of the exclusive Mountain Woods accord. Its
luxurious dry down fuses with vanilla, for a feminine allure that is long
lasting.

KEY NOTES:

– Top notes: Powdery Snow Accord, Bergamot

– Middle notes: Jasmine, Heliotrope

– Base notes: Mountain Woods Accord, Vanillin

FRAGRANCE FAMILY:

Floral Woody Musky

EGYPTIAN MUSK see MELANIN & MUSK

FENTY Fenty (type) is Chypre Floral fragrance for women and men. It is floral,
woody, and promises a raw, sensual, spicy and sweet composition with
notes of tangerine, blueberry, magnolia, rose, musk, and patchouli.

Top notes are Tangerine and Blueberry; middle notes are Bulgarian
Rose, Geranium and Magnolia; base notes are Musk and Patchouli.

FILTHY RICH A deeply sensual, liquorous davana vibrates with the power of
smooth woods and black vanilla seeds. It features top notes of
davana and apple, heart notes of rose damascena, osmanthus, and
cedarwood, and base notes of vanilla absolute, tonka bean, and
patchouli. Enjoyed by both men and women.

FIRE AND SMOKE Fire & Smoke stimulates the senses in ways never before. It is a blend of
rare essences from around the world. It contains notes that when
combined are breathtaking, addictive, and slightly dangerous like fire. It
gives whi�s of slight spicy note that is the smoke of the fragrance.

Top Notes: Sicilian Lemon, Italian Bergamot, Morrocan Tangerine,
Grapefruit, Juniper, Champagne Accord
· Middle Notes: Mediterranean Air Accord, Florentine Iris, Clary Sage,
Lavender
· Base Notes: Cashmere Accord, Sea Moss, Australian Sandalwood,
Amber, Tonka Bean

FRANK & MYRRH see HOLY MYRRH (TUNISIAN)

FRANK & MYRRH see HOLY MYRRH (SUDANESE)

FRENCH KISS The French Kiss has the monochord presence of musk. Its signature
purity and tenderness leave its mark all the way from top to base notes.
Evoking the scent of delicate white cotton, the musk encapsulates the
wearer in a sensual cloud, infused with uplifting vanilla and orange
blossom nuances.
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FRESH A fresh aromatic fragrance for the guy who defies convention, featuring
a bold blend of citrus and woods that liberates the senses. Fresh, clean,
and profoundly confident

GABRIELLE This deep and enveloping scent evokes the true essence of Gabrielle
our Chanel muse. The fragrance is an imaginary flower, faceted with
Jasmine, Ylang-Ylang, Orange Blossom and the most captivating
flower of all, Grasse Tuberose. Solar and voluptuous, the scent of a
radiant woman.

GEE-OH A scent of freedom, full of wind and water. The composition is built of
a perfect harmony of sweet and salty notes of sea water and nuances
of sunny warmth on your skin. Bitter citrus with aromatic nuance of
rosemary intertwines with salty, sea nuances and pellucid hedione.
Sharp notes of spices are softened by woody base with warm, musky
trail.

GEE-OH-AH A perfectly harmonizing aquatic notes with sweet and fruity notes
of muscat grapes from Pantelleria along with blending them
successfully with the freshness of pineapple and citrus notes.
Watermelon blends nicely with the notes of freesia, hyacinth and
ylang-ylang. The warm, woody and musky base note remind of the
Mediterranean warm temperament.

GHOST Ghost is a woody composition inspired by the soulful beauty of the
Mojave Desert. In this xeric wilderness, rare are the plants that dare
to blossom. With a light and graceful character top notes of musky
Ambrette combine with fresh Jamaican Nesberry. Powdery Violet
then unfurls to reveal Sandalwood. Finally warm Chantilly Musk
rounds out a base of crisp Amber and Cedar wood, leaving the raw
spirit of Ghost to linger on the skin.

GOD OF WAR This new scent blends essential ingredients of Mediterranean origin to
hit aromatic notes that match the man of today: knowledgeable and
self-confident, he has the ability to live in harmony with the natural
world, or wreak havoc if necessary. Dynamic and entrepreneurial, the
man who wears this scent communicates his forceful and passionate
character through this decidedly masculine fragrance.

Notes:
Bergamot, Neroli, Citron of Diamante, Bitter Orange Leaves, Geranium,
Clary Sage, Blue Hyacinth, Cedarwood, Old Wood, Mineral Amber, Tonka
Bean, Musk.
Style:
Strong. Virtuosic. Unique.

GOLD see GOLD & GLORY

GOLD & GLORY An aromatic, citrus scent for men. The fragrance opens with a burst
of fresh citrus before giving way to exotic spices of cardamom,
ginger and pink pepper. The woody base is slightly woody with hints
of amber and creamy vanilla. Top notes of grapefruit, orange and
lavender. Middle notes of ginger, cardamom, violet leaf, pink pepper,
cypresss. Base notes of vetiver, amber, teakwood, and vanilla.
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GOLDEN DUNES A fragrance for women and men. The fragrance features amber,
agarwood (oud), floral notes, caramel and vanilla.

GOOD BEHAVIOR The perfect balance between freshness and refined texture, with
top notes of spicy and fresh facets of cardamom riding on
grapefruit notes. The tonic transparency of geranium and sage
unrivalled a fresh sensation in the heart of the fragrance.
Contrasting most elegantly with masculine under notes of a
woody amber and a hint of salted moss.

GOOD GIRL GONE
BADDIE

A sensual, evocative fragrance born of the beautiful contradictions and
ever-present duality of the modern woman and the modern life.

Fragrance story: Both freshly light and moodily dark, this innovative
fragrance captures a woman’s wondrous complexity with surprising and
exceptional ingredients. The sweet, alluring qualities of jasmine give this
scent its brightness and femininity. The darker side is created with richly
fragrant cocoa and intoxicating tonka. Almond and co�ee bring Good
Girl its immediate vibrancy. Tuberose, extracted in a new way that
creates a rich delicacy, its the fragrance’s wild card, bringing fluidity and
femininity. Good Girl Gone Baddie exemplifies the e�ortless elegance
and wit and an ultimate femme fatale fragrance with sensual jasmine
and seductive tonka. It’s so good to be bad.

Style: Floral.

GOOD LIFE A little festive. A little indulgent. This fragrance is a bright and bubbly
celebration of life, and its energetic attitude is one of our favorite ways to
start the party, no matter the time of year. A fruity, sweet, sparkling
spritzer.

Fragrance notes: bubbly champagne, sparkling berries and juicy
tangerine.

GREEN IRISH TWEED A classic Fougere fragrance like a “walk through the Irish countrywide.”
The fragrance is rich, fresh, sporty and unforgettable. Opens with top
notes of iris and lemon verbena. The middle notes include violet leaves.
The base notes are ambergris and Mysore sandalwood.

GUCCI GUILTY (M) see GUILTY BY NATURE

GUCCI GUILTY (W) see GUILTY AS CHARGED

GUILTY AS CHARGED This is an oriental fragrance for women. Contemporary, sexy and
dynamic the scent is light and spicy with notes of mandarin, pink
pepper, peach, lilac, geranium, amber and patchouli.
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GUILTY BY NATURE Dare to be bold and di�erent with Guilty by Nature. This delightfully
daring and intoxicating fragrance was designed to be a companion for
the popular Guilty as Charged for women. Created specifically for the
man who knows exactly what he wants and just how to get it, this
intriguing masculine fragrance combines top notes of lemon and
lavender with middle notes of warm orange blossom. Mysterious and
seductive hints of musk and cedar make up the closing base notes of
the fragrance.

GYPSY WATER Gypsy Water is a Woody Aromatic fragrance for women and men. It’s an
ode to the beauty of Romani culture, its unique customs, intimate beliefs
and distinguished way of living. The scent wakens a dream of a colorful
lifestyle made of innate nomadism. Woody notes of pine needle and
sandalwood associated to intense amber and fresh citrus evoke the fever
of gypsy nights spent in the forest.

Top notes are Juniper, Lemon, Bergamot and Pepper;

Middle notes are Pine needles, Incense and Orris Root;

Base notes are Vanilla, Sandalwood and Amber.

H.N.I.C This is a lively, sensual, and bright fragrance, stemming from the daring
blend between nature and technology. This scent is a combination of
enveloping sage, electrifying narcissus, invigorating rosewood, and a
warm, metallic note of sclarene.

Fragrance Family: Earthy & Woody

Scent Type: Warm Woods

Key Notes: Clary Sage, Narcissus, Rosewood

HER Her is a Floral Fruity Gourmand fragrance for women. It has top notes
of Strawberry, Raspberry, Blackberry, Sour Cherry, Black Currant,
Mandarin Orange and Lemon; middle notes are Violet and Jasmine;
base notes are Musk, Vanilla, Cashmeran, Oakmoss, Woody Notes,
Amber and Patchouli.

HONEY see HONEY BEE MINE

HONEY BEE MINE A cheerful fragrance beginning with a fruity punch of mandarin,
orange blossom and pear. The heart of sheer floral meets a lick of
sweet honey before a soft woody dry down. Its elegant kiss of honey is
even sweeter than wine. Notes include: pear, mandarin, orange
blossom, peach, honeysuckle, honey, vanilla and woods.

HOT CHOCOLATE

I AM LEGEND A cool-clean mordern and adventurous fragrance is wonderful for men
of all ages, perfect for fathers to share with sons! its notes include
apple, aquatic accords, tonka bean, sweet musk and bitter orange . Can
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be worn for all occasions!

I LOVE DAISY A sophisticated and ethereal scent which its composition tends to
create a “blue e�ect”, made from unusual floral and fruity aromas.
There are accords of blackberries, pear, blue wisteria, jasmine and
coconut water.

IDOL A sophisticated yet unapologetically modern fresh fragrance with notes
of bright citrus, clean rose, spotless jasmine, white musks and vanilla.

At the core of this fragrance stands the most noble and iconic perfume
ingredient, the rose. With four roses, Idol’s modern, radiant, youthful
rose is revealed. Jasmine absolutes accompany this unique rose scent for
a clean, intense softness which blooms gracefully.

Enveloping the fragrance like a cocoon, notes of bergamont explode with
juicy pear and a touch of pink peppercorn.

Top Notes: Bergamot (Citrus), Juicy Pear, Pink Peppercorn
Middle Notes: Rose and Jasmine
Bottom Notes: White Musk, Vanilla, Patchouli, Cedarwood

IMPERIAL This fresh, stylish and elegant fragrance is brimming with light,
citrus notes of bergamot, fruity blackcurrant and refreshing
violet leaves. Perfectly balanced with a fresh hearty blend of iris
and marine accord and a woody base of cedarwood, sandalwood
and musk, this refined, sophisticated and timeless unisex
perfume takes you from daytime to evening with ease. Top notes
are Fruity Notes and Sea Salt; middle notes are Sicilian Lemon,
Bergamot, Iris and Mandarin Orange; base notes are Sea Notes,
Musk and Woody Notes.

INFAMOUS BLEU A woody and citrus aromatic fragrance for men which features
labdanum, nutmeg, ginger, sandalwood, patchouli, mint,
jasmine, grapefruit, citruses, vetiver, incense, cedar and pink
pepper.

INVICTUS see INVICTUS GLORY

INVICTUS GLORY Invictus Glory is mens fragrance that reveals a number of notes,
including hints of grapefruit, hedione jasmine, patchouli, bay leaves,
and oak moss. This delightful fragrance that is the epitome of
masculine essence. This flexible scent can be worn at the o�ce or at
an afternoon gathering of friends or family.

ISSEY MIYAKE - M A classified as a refined, aquatic fragrance . This masculine scent
possesses a blend of citrus and spice combined with lower notes of
musk, amber and woods. It is recommended for evening wear. A classic
scent for men.

ISSEY MIYAKE - W Awaken a feeling of total beauty. A pure floral with musky and woody
tones. A very complex fragrance, is made up of a wide range of floral
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scents including lotus, cyclamen, freesia, carnations and white lilies,
with hints of amberseed and musk.

I WANT YUUU Built around the fascinating, almost hypnotic, red spider lily, I Want
Yuuu is a deep yet uplifting floral scent combining soft vanilla notes
with the sensual vibes of jasmine sambac. A burst of fruity notes
combines the sparkling citrus of mandarin juice and contrasting
smooth, velvety peach.

JEAN PAUL GAULTIER
(M)

See STATUESQUE

KING This Mediterranean woody aromatic respects traditions while
embracing modernity. The citrus freshness of blood orange and
Sicilian lemon scent embrace the senses. Heart notes ignite the
citruses with the amber accents of clary sage, married with crisp
geranium and energizing lavandin. An unexpected spark of fiery
pimento essence gives is scent a strong personality. Then comes the
sensuality of cedarwood, blended with two elegant and masculine
ingredients: green vetiver and patchouli. This fragrance is a blazing,
charismatic trail of lingering seduction.

KINGS IN PARIS A daring yet sleek and sophisticated. This masculine scent possesses
a blend of sky air, fig leaf, green mango. The middle notes include
white sage, juniper and basil. Finishing o� with cedarwood,
cucumber and amber. This is a perfect daytime scent to wear.

KISS IT BETTER Mesmerizing, chic, and seductive, this fragrance captures an
e�ortlessly evolving style and unabashedly confident attitude. This
elegant white floral scent combines orange blossom, gardenia, and
peony with a playful ‘kiss’ of juicy plum and seductive woods to leave a
lasting and sexy impression.

KISSES ON A CLOUD A dreamy addiction that opens with lavender blossom, pear, and
bergamot. It then leads you into coconut cream, praline, whipped
cream, and vanilla orchid.

KUSH see OLD MAN KUSH

L’HOMME LA ROSE L’Homme La Rose is a free interpretation of a rose for men. In the first
few seconds, very fresh, green, and bursting notes paired with a
grapefruit accord and essence of Damask rose from Bulgaria create a
sensation of natural vitality. Then come the middle notes of a rosy, very
woody accord, gradually enhanced by woody amber notes which infuse
the sillage with sensuality. With this fresh and bright fragrance gives
men the power to wear a rose.

Olfactory Family:

Floral woody
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Olfactory Notes:

Grapefruit accord, Damascena rose oil from Bulgaria, Clary sage oil from
France, Ambery woods, Centifolia rose absolute from Grasse, Cistus oil
from Spain

Top Notes:

Grapefruit accord, Damascena rose oil from Bulgaria

Heart Notes:

Clary sage oil from France, Ambery woods

Base Notes:
Centifolia rose absolute from Grasse, Cistus oil from Spain

LIBRA - W A celebration of freedom, this daring, yet distinctly floral and feminine
perfume is for those who do what they want and dare to be exactly who
they are. Breaking boundaries and paving their own way, this women's
perfume is inspired by the bold and the free.

Lavender Orange Blossom Vanilla Warm Floral Musk Accord

LA COUTURE The scent is presented as a gourmet floral fragrance, which opens
with notes of wild berries and juicy mandarin. The heart
encompasses a floral blend of honeysuckle, gardenia and jasmine,
while the base notes await us with a gourmet rhapsody of amber,
caramel, vanilla, sandalwood and pralines.

LA FEMME LA ROSE À la rose is an ode to femininity, a declaration of love translated into a
fragrance. Two hundred and fifty freshly bloomed roses o�er their
unequalled richness to every ounce.

Olfactory Family:

Musky floral

Olfactory Notes:

Sweet pea accord, Damascena rose oil from Bulgaria, Violet flower
accord, Magnolia blossom, Centifolia rose absolute from Grasse, Musks

Top Notes:

Sweet pea accord, Damascena rose oil from Bulgaria

Heart Notes:
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Violet flower accord, Magnolia blossom

LA VIE EST BELLE see LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL

LAFAYETTE STREET The scent is a smooth ultra-male oriental fougere.

Notes: Bergamot, Coriander, Fresh floral, Ambroxan, Pomme, Vanilla,
Dry wood, Tonka bean, and Grey Amber

LICK ME ALL OVER see TASTE LIKE CANDY

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL A succulent sweet scent for women. This sweetly simple yet decadent
scent opens with juicy pear and blackcurrant. Its heart features rich
notes of jasmine and orange blossoms that descend into a base of
yummy praline. Wear it whenever you want to create a cheery mood
wherever you go.

LIGHT BLUE (M) see BLUE ICE

LIGHT BLUE (W) see BLUE ICE

LOST CHERRY A candy-like gleam of exotic black cherry and liqueur touched with
teasing almond gives way to a Turkish rose and jasmine sambac blend
that penetrates the senses. The full-bodied perfume attains fantasy-like
levels of insatiability. A sweet cherry burst with a lovely almond
die-down.

Fragrance Family: Warm & Spicy

Scent Type: Warm & Sweet Gourmands

Key Notes: Black Cherry, Tonka Bean, Almond

LOVE AMBER WHITE An exquisite fresh amber fragrance with light musky base note. A light
and clean amber. This fragrance is immensely popular. It is one of our
most sought after fragrance. A unisex fragrance.

LOVE AND FLAME This is a vanilla oriental scent for women that sizzles -glamorous,
confident and seductive. Top notes of are sweet with a bite of red
vanilla-orchid, magnolia, neroli and peach. A sultry heart of
honeysuckle, almond and musky cream, leads to the base notes of
sequoia wood, tonka and amber.

LOVE AND FORTUNE Composed of gourmand, floral, and fruity fragrance for hip and
trendy woman. Top notes are bergamot and blood orange; middle
notes are black currant, pink pepper, nectarine, jasmine and plum;
base notes are musk, cedar, sandalwood and patchouli.

LOVE AND LUCK see LOVE AND FORTUNE
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LOVE ON A YACHT It opens with a citrusy cocktail of white bergamot, Jamaican lime,
Sicilian mandarin. The citruses are accompanied by a note of copra,
the white inner flesh of the coconut. The heart includes intensive
Indian jasmine and sweet hibiscus, exotic ylang-ylang and cold, spicy
ginger. The base of the composition includes sugar cane, musk and
white rum.

LOVER BOI A fragrance that strikes you right through the heart bearing an
important message about dignity and the power of diversity. Cool
citrus sparkles: mandarin and lemon, with litsea cubeba. An aromatic
heart with an oriental profile made even deeper and more delightful.
Mystic woody notes bring richness and addiction to the fragrance for a
real, intensified sensuality. The liaison among the ingredients is
vibrant and strong. The magnificent perfumer’s calligraphy created a
luminous trail to contrast the mysterious woods. A melody enhancing
each and every single note and bringing the fragrance to its climax.

MAN Infused with the force of attraction of a man with style and sensuality,
this fresh, woody fragrance is e�ervescent with bright, sparkling
notes of bergamot, ginger, and vetiver. A fragrance of contrasts it is a
unique combination of luxury, art, and modernity that exudes a
timeless elegance.

MAN SPORT An “unstoppable" scent, explosive energy and a story of a man who is
always on the move. It is described as magnetic and passionate blend
of fresh woods, with a wave of citrus notes at the top and a sensual
trail of amber in the base, creating an echo of the original of more
fresh and sparkling character.

MARLEY MUSE This fragrance is named after the famous Jamaican reggae musician
and songwriter named Nesta Robert Marley who was a devout
Rastafarian and political activist. This scented oil has a fragrance
which reflects the free nature of the Rastafarian. Mr. Marley's songs
all portrayed his views on life. We highly recommend this scented oil
fragrance. Its fragrance is an earthy blend of cucumber and citrus,
making a very clean and fresh fragrance for men.

ME MYSELF AND EYE Designed as a scent that will convey the spontaneous energy and
cool vibe of New York City. The composition is floral with vibrant
top notes of raspberry leaf, pink pepper and pear. The heart
includes an authentic accord of Turkish rose, laid on the base of
suede musk and sandalwood

MELANIN & MUSK A fresh Clean cotton scented Musk. It is subtle and delicate, and is not
meant to

be an overpowering fragrance yet has an intoxicating subtle linger.

Fragrance Characteristics:
· Classification: Fougere/Fresh
· Scent Strength: Moderate
· Scent Style: Romantic
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MON 'MOISELLE A chypre floral fragrance for women. Top notes are orange, mandarin
orange, orange blossom and bergamot; middle notes are mimosa,
jasmine, turkish rose and ylang-ylang; base notes are tonka bean,
patchouli, opoponax, vanilla, vetiver and white musk. This is a very
mature and regal scent inspired by the house of Chanel.

MOST WANTED
Bold. Powerful. Irresistible. This woody citrus and spicy scent, crafted
with explosive lemon, energizing cardamom and opulent Tonka bean is
for the man who dares to live life to the fullest.

The signature fragrance of a highly successful man for whom everything
is possible. Independent, he lives life on his terms, follows his instinct
and changes the rules of the game constantly. He boldly takes chances
with complete confidence, disregarding his destiny to get what he wants.
Whatever he aims for, he gets. Whatever he dares to do, he wins. Enough
to arouse the envy of men and the desire of women.

Fragrance Notes: Lemon, ginger, cardamom

NAUGHTY AFTER
PARTY

As soon as you apply this scent for women, you're greeted by the
relaxing, sweet scent of jasmine petals. As the fragrance develops, the
lovely scent of white chocolate orchid and sweet cupcake accord
middle notes are released. Finally, the delightful smell of sensual
woods and creamy musk base notes blend together to create an
enticing fragrance.

NEW MOON New Moon is a soft angelic amber musk fragrance, that can easily
become someone’s signature.

Notes: ambroxan, jasmine petals, musk, moss, woody ambery notes.

NIGHT STALLION This fragrance for women celebrates the enticing union of lotus and
grapefruit in a bottle. An excellent choice for women looking for a
casual scent that’s perfect for everyday use, this sporty citrus fragrance
is bound to get you a few admiring glances as you go about your daily
business. For the courageous and self-confident woman, its
composition is created of citruses and flowers and it accentuates
luminous grapefruit combined with sensual floral notes of white lotus.

NIGHT VISION This seductive and unapologetically provocative expression is a
masculine blend of grapefruit essence, black spice complex, clary sage,
geranium, and roasted almond. A bold, dark, and sensual fragrance for
men that is every bit as audacious as it is addictive.

NO. 5 Delve into your own utopia. Relax your mind and enter a world of
luscious floral aroma. This is a modern woman's dream come true,
with an enticing mix of fresh florals and water-cut fragrances.
Experience today. Recommended for daytime or evening wear.

NOIR
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NOIR OPIUM A seductively intoxicating fragrance with opening notes of
adrenaline-rich co�ee and the sweet sensuality of vanilla recline into the
softness of white flowers for a modern, young addictive fragrance.

Fragrance Family:

Warm & Spicy

Scent Type:

Warm & Sweet Gourmands

Key Notes:
Black Co�ee, White Flowers, Vanilla

NOIR OPIUM INTENSE A stronger, bolder, and more seductive take on the classic Noir Opium.
The opening notes of adrenaline-rich co�ee give way to a vibrant heart
of delicate orange blossom, energized by a thrilling aura of blue
absinthe.

Fragrance Family: Warm & Spicy

Scent Type: Warm & Sweet Gourmand

Key Notes: Co�ee, Orange Blossom, Absinthe

NUBIAN QUEEN Supremely Feminine, Rich and Warm. Surround your senses with an
aura of luxury with the Nubian Queen fragrance oil. Made with a
blend of rich woods and oriental florals. Bergamot, Frankincense,
Patchouli, Magnolia, and Carnation are combined in this complex
scent.
Fragrance Characteristics:

· Classification: Oriental/Ambery
· Scent Strength: Intense
· Scent Style: Elegant/Evening

ON THE RISE You'll feel like a vip when you're wearing rise, an exceptionally
intoxicating fragrance. This heady and addictive scent for women
features opening notes of iced basil sorbet and italian bergamot with
a heart of sambac jasmine and freesia that dries down to a luxurious
cashmere at its base. This composition of notes lingers on the skin for
hours after application, making it an ideal everyday scent.

ONE MILLION see A MILLI A MILLI

OOO OUI This fragrance contains notes of plum and coconut on top, white
flowers, gardenia, Casablanca lily, vanilla orchid in its heart, and
accords of musk and vanilla in the base.
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ORCHID DE NOIR Sultry and sensuous and a true show stopping fragrance. Black tru�e
and ylang ylang enhance the dramatic black orchid heart note, while
patchouli and incense lend smokiness and intrigue in the base. It is a
rich and indulgent scent that is moder, opulent, luxurious, and timeless.

Fragrance Notes unfold over time, with the immediate impression of the
top note leading to the deeper middle notes, and the base notes
gradually appearing as the final stage.

Top Notes: Black Currant, French Jasmine, Black Tru�e, Ylang-Ylang,
Bergamot, Mandarin, Lemon, Bergamot · Middle Notes: Black Orchid,
Spices, Black Lotus · Base Notes: Patchouli, Sandalwood, Vetiver, Incense,
Vanilla, and Amber.

OUD WOOD Oud Wood blends smoky, rich oud (agarwood) with robust notes
including Brazilian rosewood, creamy sandalwood, slightly nutty
cardamom and smooth vanilla.

P.U.S.S.Y Sensual, lush, mysterious and romantic with extracts of organic
Madagascan vanilla bean, organic Madagascan ginger root and
organic sweet orange peel.

PATCHOULI Musky, smoky, woodsy, and deep,

PEACE, LOVE, AND
GRACE

Embrace your beauty and express your femininity with a beautifully
feminine scent featuring notes of welcoming bergamot to greet the
senses, irresistibly soft, clean muguet blossoms, and lasting musk with
its classic beauty.

PINK LADY Be sweet, yet still sexy. Distinctively, this yummy scent is long lasting
and a seductive favorite that women love to wear because men and
other women alike are always giving the it their praises. Journey
through childhood with this playful scent of vanilla and caramel.
This is a seductive cotton candy scent recommended for daytime
and evening wear.

PINK STALLION A the sensual Floriental Fruit fragrance with the key ingredients of
Cranberry & Tonka Mousse, this fragrance is for an alluring flirt with a
romantic spirit. Playful and irresistible, this modern woman follows her
heart… and she just might break yours.

PINK SUGAR see PINK LADY

PISTOLS and POPPIES The perfect irresistible combination of feminine florals and indulgent
sweet treats that unleashes the heady and intoxicating aromas of
springtime freshness with every whi�. Top notes of juicy and succulent
mandarin orange, airy freesia and fresh cucumber provide the scent
with a light and delectable start. The heart of the fragrance is
comprised of green-scented jasmine, intoxicating gardenia, refined
water lily, romantic rose and gourmet sweet notes. Milky and soft
sandalwood, woody Virginia cedar, familiar and comforting vanilla and
toasty marshmallow give the perfume a warm finish.
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POLO BLACK see BLACK JOCK

POLO RED see RED JOCK

POPPY BLOSSOM see CALL ME POPPY

PRADA CANDY see ANGELS IN PRADA

PURE ENCHANTMENT This scent takes simplistic soap and water to a new sophisticated level
with a mix of water lily, leafy greens, and musk for a crisp and
refreshing feeling that lasts even longer.

PURRRFECT Purrrfect is a comforting floral scent that celebrates optimism,
self-love, and originality. A modern, bright, and feminine scent,
Purrrfect is an unconventional yet harmonious clash of fresh floral and
calming smooth notes. The fragrance opens with juicy notes of rhubarb
and bright da�odil that reveal a comforting heart of almond milk. The
fragrance finishes with a soft dry down of cedarwood and cashmeran.

QUEENS IN PARIS A sleek and sophisticated fragrance for any woman. This is by far the
most popular fragrance available at LUXE for women of all ages. It is
a concert of frozen apple, peach, muguet with a beautiful heart of
freesia, mimosa, jasmine, tuberose. Finishing o� with musk,
sandalwood, ylang ylang and oakmoss.

RED JOCK Bold and fiery, tihs fragrance is an invigorating men's fragrance that
captures the essence of the color it's named for. Top notes of
grapefruit and cranberry start things o� in sunny style, while
luxurious base note of amber and co�ee o�er an energizing kick all
day long. In the middle, sa�ron keeps it spicy and
adds exotic flair. This intoxicating fragrance is ideal for any time you
want to feel confident and alluring. This scent is considered a lighter
musk and a great everyday scent.

RICH AND FAMOUS This floral-oriental composition has a touch of luminous fruity notes
and flirtatious spices making the whole fragrant story even more
exciting. Top notes incorporate luminous Italian bergamot, juicy
apple and pink pepper, which highlight sensuality. The heart
encompasses jasmine, rose and peach, while the base closes with
golden amber, creamy vanilla, patchouli and cedar.

RISE see ON THE RISE

ROCK KING This scent was created with special e�ects and colorful sensations
inspired by the dramatic and cool ed hardy tattoo art for him. Bright
and tantalizing citrus e�ects of bergamot & mandarin are touched by
the aromatic expression of thuja and the sharp bite of clary sage for
added zest. This opening is the perfect preview to a colorful mint julep
cocktail that matches up with ozone for a psychedelic explosion of
color and e�ervescence. The result is of super refreshing mint mixed
with colorful bubbles that provides a provocative edginess. Sequoia
scent trek brings a masculine woodiness to the fragrance that is
embraced by sensual musks and a touch of black amber. The final
e�ect is of a masculine floralcy tattooed on to wood that lasts and
lasts.
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POLO BLACK see BLACK JOCK

POLO RED see RED JOCK

ROCK QUEEN A trendy fragrance that has an arrangement of sweet notes that
include apple, mango, strawberry, freesia, red grapefruit, watery
muget, linden blossom, musk, warm amber, tonka bean, and vanilla
puddin, which makes it perfect for casual dates out with friends or
time spent at the o�ce.

ROSE See SECRET GARDEN

ROSE PRICK The captivating scent of Rose Prick is comprised of notes from Turmeric
and Sichuan Pepper at the top, while the heart is filled with notes from
Turkish Rose, Bulgarian Rose and May Rose. The base is filled with notes
from Tonka Bean and Patchouli. Deep floral musk

SANTAL A men’s oriental fragrance inspired by the royal and spiritual splendor
of India. The essence of precious sandalwood trees from India are
combined with other elements known for beautiful scent, spiritual
strength and calming power. Top notes include Indian sandalwood,
cinnamon, coriander and fragrant juniper berry. The middle notes
consist of lavender, leaves of the absolute orange tree, rosemary and
ginger. The base is composed of tonka bean and vanilla.

SAUVAGE The rich and elegant composition with top notes include Italian plum,
sa�ron and iris. Bulgarian rose, Sambac jasmine and orris root form the
heart of the perfume, while the base includes warm liquid amber,
vetiver and papyrus wood.

SECRET GARDEN A clean and airy rose water scent that takes you through creamy musk
notes with hints of jasmine. Modern & delicate, wrap yourself in the
romance of a freshly-cut rose bouquet.

SEX BOMB An explosive and extrovert oriental - woody and spicy composition.
This fragrance makes no concessions and the man who wears it
knows what he wants. Strong, bold and unforgiving, Sex Bomb
explodes into a shower of sexy masculinity.

The spicy cold pepper essence kick-o� an addictive scent that
contrasts with the heart of this fragrance formed by the hot cinnamon
leaves to present a powerful and enticing aroma. Tobacco accord
captivates all senses dominated by an ambery woody rich strength.
The solid masculine aura promises depth and a captivating sense of
mystery about the men who wear this fragrance. He exudes
confidence, is well-groomed and follows his instincts.
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SEX CHIEF This iconoclastic leather fragrance is spicy, warm, and decadent. A
gourmand almond and iris heart imbue textural richness to the luscious
leather intensified by floral orris accord. The e�ect is so exquisitely
beautiful, no other name would do.

Fragrance Family: Warm & Spicy

Scent Type: Woody Spice

Key Notes: Leather, Tonka Bean, Sage

SEX GODDES A chypre fruity-woodsy fragrance for women. Sex Goddess has top notes
of Black Currant, Plum, Violet and Rose; middle notes are Raspberry, Lily
and Jasmine; base notes are Musk, Oakmoss and Cedar.

SEX KITTEN Greatness captures attention in the most subtle of forms. The raising
of a hand or the clearing of one’s throat can turn the whole world in
your direction. Let your presence speak volumes with subtlety with
the fresh, warm and sultry, magnificently perfected to make your
mere presence the buzz of the day.

Fragrance Notes: Top note: Bergamot, Green Middle note: Melon,
Pineapple, Gourmand Base note: Woody, Vanilla, Musk

SEXY ARROGANCE A crisp classic fragrance for me. This scent possesses notes of:
Bergamot, Cedar wood, Lavender, Coriander, Sandalwood, Amber
and Sheer Musk. This masculine fragrance is recommended for
everyday wear.

SHINE BRIGHT A sweet floral scent with fruity, musky accents . With scents of
pomegranate, yuzu, frosted accord, peony, magnolia, lotus, plant
amber, musk, and mahogany.

SI see SI MI AMOR

SI MI AMOR a tribute to modern femininity, an irresistible combination of grace,
strength, and independent spirit. A modern chypre reinvented, it
opens with deep blackcurrant nectar that softly recedes to airy
florals. A base of musky blond wood adds lightness while grounding
the fragrance for a lingering, distinctive trail.

Notes:
Chypre, Blackcurrant Nectar, Airy Florals, Musky Blond Wood.
Style:
Graceful. Modern. Unconventional.

SIGNIFICANT The enchanting floral scent, Significant is a compelling fragrance for
women. At the top are caressing notes from Clementine. The heart is
sensual with notes from Magnolia, Peony and Ylang-ylang, while the
base is filled with notes from White Musk, Vanilla and Benzoin.

SILVER MOUNTAIN
WATER

An aromatic fragrance for men.It was designed to evoke the sparkling
high mountain streams of water in the Swiss Alps. The fragrance
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opens with bergamot and mandarin, followed by a heart featuring
green tea and black currant. The base is composed of Galbanum,
musk, sandalwood and petit grain.

SMOKED CHERRY An experienced hedonist, this scent plays with fire, bursting with the
scent of dark cherry, ignited by seductive osmanthus and smoldering,
smoked woods. Top notes are Sour Cherry and Sa�ron; middle notes are
Leather, Olive, Chinese Osmanthus and Apricot; base notes are Smoke,
Woody Notes and Cypriol Oil or Nagarmotha.

SO FRESH SO CLEAN A men’s woody aquatic fragrance with citrus, green and spicy accords.
This scent entices the wearer with crisp, tart and refreshing blend of
bergamot, bitter orange, lemon and grapefruit in the top notes. Its heart
crafts a distinctive e�ect with grass, aquatic notes, ginger and oxygen
notes, combining their green, watery, sharp and electric tones. Amber,
white musk and cedar close out this fragrance, mingling their warm,
clean, woody and cozy essences.

Very Fresh and Very Clean

SO ICY The composition, described as a fresh oriental. This fragrance is a
dynamic, fresh and warm, spicy scent designed for bold and magnetic
men. It contains notes of sage and sandalwood as the dominant vibe,
complemented by a fruity pineapple accord at the top, aromatic tones in
the heart, and patchouli and vanilla leather in the base.

Top: Black Pepper Oil, Pineapple, Juniper Berries
Heart: Cashmeran, Clary Sage, Geranium
Base: Vanilla Leather, Patchouli, Sandalwood

SOUL REB’L An intense and glamorous scent for women who will be intrigued by the
sophisticated and daring qualities of this fragrance. It expresses the
wearer’s true self and confidence. The top notes burst open with
tuberose, violet, and hibiscus. The heart notes brim with refreshing
coconut water. These notes are masterfully balanced on a smooth base. A
very enchanting fragrance.

STARRY NIGHT Starry Night is a fruity blend of passionfruit, pineapple leaves and
banana flower for island hopping where the beaches are stunning,
waters are crystal clear, and the nights is dreamy.

STATUESQUE A classified as a sharp, oriental, woody fragrance . This masculine
scent possesses a blend of warm fresh mint, lavender, orange
blossom and woods. A throw-back classic.

SUBLIME VANILLE A provocative blend of vanilla and Tonka bean, Sublime Vanille is
rendered mysterious with sparkling notes of lemon. The result is a
universal soft oriental, nearly gourmand scent for both him and her,
from newcomers and devotees of vanilla to fragrance connoisseurs who
wish to add a true asset to their curated fragrance collection. Those who
encounter Sublime Vanille are powerless to resist its hypnotic spell,
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willfully surrendering to its heady decadence.

SUGAR BABY First love’s innocence reveals itself with wild, sweet strawberry and pink
peony spun with delectable pink cotton candy. Musk and seductive
sandalwood kisses with a pulsing touch of sensuality. A luscious, sugarful
whirlwind to satisfy every addiction.

FRAGRANCE TYPE: Oriental Fruity
TOP: Sparkling Tangerine, Wild Strawberry
MIDDLE: Pink Peony, Pink Cotton Candy
HEART: Musk, Seductive Sandalwood

SUIT AND TIE The cold accords of ginger, pure freshness of gorgeous wisteria and
translucent musk are in harmony with the warm depth of
sandalwood, feminine sweetness of flax flowers and softness of
vanilla and acacia.

TAKE A CHANCE This beautiful scent sweeps you into an intensified whirlwind of
tenderness. A constellation of enveloping notes of Jasmine Absolute and
Rose Essence dazzles with an intoxicatingly soft and enveloping trail for
a radiant and feminine scent.

Fragrance Family: Floral

Scent Type: Fruity Floral

Key Notes: Grapefruit, Quince, Rose Accord, White Musk

TASTE LIKE CANDY A sweet-like-candy fragrance with rich notes of fruit and that is
comparable to a tropical cherry lollipop.

TEAR ‘EM The aromatic and woody fragrance, TEAR ‘EM, is a captivating and
intense fragrance combined
with zesty citrusy notes along with woody notes from Sandalwood,
Rhubarb and other woodsy notes. The fragrance also carries
aromatic scents from Geranium, Tonka Beans and Vanilla for a
masculine fragrance that is hard to resist.

THE CODE An Oriental Spicy fragrance for men. Its top notes are bergamot
and lemon; middle notes are star anise, olive blossom and guaiac
wood; base notes are leather, tobacco and tonka bean.

THE MARATHON “The Marathon” is our latest addition to the LUXE collection, for a
limited time only.
First Half Top notes: bergamot, ginger, apple, violet leaf, and
lavender;
Heart: sage, geranium, juniper berries
Base: vetiver, cedar, tonka, amber woods, olibanum, and sea moss
This scent gives me WAKANDA vibes, just a bit cleaner!

THE ONE (M) see ONE & ONLY
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THIS IS LOVE Wrap yourself in a starry web of fantasy as this scent is a romantic,
uplifting floral gourmand. Bright, clear-eyed pear opens the festivities
with a sparkly silveriness, making way for sweet, ripe raspberries to
split open in the heart. Its girlish fruitiness is tempered with
mysterious, fragrant jasmine at the base, for a light and mystical finish
as fleeting as a shooting star

TRIBECA Tribeca is having a moment. Meet the chic new fragrance that tells its
story. The style is a sexy, unisex, floriental, that’s sophisticated and
young, much like the residents of TriBeCa. Notes: Cacao Absolute,
Green Hazelnut, Jasmine Sambac Absolute, Cedarwood, Ambroxan,
Moss, Caramel

TOBACCO OUD A spicy and woody fragrance for women and men. Its top note are
Whiskey; middle notes are Spicy Notes, Cinnamon and
Coriander; base notes are Tobacco, Agarwood (Oud), Incense,
Sandalwood, Patchouli, Benzoin, Vanilla and Cedar.

TOBACCO VANILLE An Amber Spicy fragrance for women and men. Featuring classic
tobacco notes with creamy tonka bean, vanilla, cocoa, dry fruit
accords, and sweet wood sap for a modern, opulent, and heady
impression of confidence and power. Its top notes are Tobacco
Leaf and Spicy Notes; middle notes are Vanilla, Cacao, Tonka
Bean and Tobacco Blossom; base notes are Dried Fruits and
Woody Notes.

TORY BURCH The scent opens with notes of grapefruit, pink pepper, currant buds
and leaves, mandarin and neroli. The heart blooms with peony,
tuberose, mimosa, jasmine, carrot seed and sweet alyssum, on a base
composed of vetiver, cedar, sandalwood and white musk.

UNFORGIVABLE The fantastic scent includes an extensive mixture of Sicilian lemon,
Italian bergamot, green mandarin, Moroccan tangerine, grapefruit,
juniper leaves, birch leaves, champagne accord, Mediterranean air
accord, Tuscan basil, Florentine iris, clay sage, lavender, cashmere
accord, Australian sandalwood, amber, tonka bean, rum. This
fragrance is an instant classic fragrance for men.

VANILLA A warm sweet luscious true vanilla fragrance.

VV VIXEN V V Vixen (pronounced vah-vah-vixen) is like a beautiful sunset in the
Tropics. Its notes are dominated by the accord of sweet, juicy and
zesty pineapple. The uniqueness of the composition is guaranteed by a
combination of a luminous bouquet of white flowers like tiare and
sparkling and fresh fruity aromas. Sandalwood and musk in the base
give the warmth of the whole creation. Top notes are Watermelon,
Blueberry and Orange; middle notes are Pineapple, Tiare Flower,
Jasmine and Tuberose; base notes are Ambroxan, Musk and
Sandalwood.
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VELVET and LACE A floral fruity gourmand fragrance for women. Top notes are wild
strawberry, nectarine, pear blossom and apple; middle notes are pink
jasmine, yellow plum, honeysuckle, freesia, whipped cream, whiskey
and co�ee; base notes are amber, vanilla, tolu balsam, caramel, sugar
and musk.

VELVET SUGAR see VELVET and LACE

VERSACE VERSACE This classic fragrance can transition very easily from casual to
business use. It is spicy and has a fresh scent of fruits, jasmine musk,
wood and amber. This fragrance is a very clean, yet bold, fresh out
the shower scent.

VIVA
VIVA is a sweet-smelling, radiant floral bouquet with orange blossom
absolute and golden gardenia accord paired with colorful Italian
bergamot and mandarin. This harmony is blended with an unexpected
cool note of crystal moss accord and vanilla fragrance.

Scent Family: Floral

Key Notes: Italian Bergamot
Orange Blossom Absolute
Crystal Moss Accord
Vanilla

VIVA LA JUICY See LA COUTURE

WHATEVER IT TAKES Make your own bold statement when you wear this citrusy and herbal
blend that will help you unlock your inner confidence. Top notes of
bergamot, zesty lemon and mandarin orange light the fuse for the rest
of this fragrance. Heart notes include nutmeg, black currant and elemi
resin – a soothing tree sap with a frankincense-like tone. Traditional
base notes of patchouli and vanilla provide a calming close.

WHOA BABY! The fragrance opens with accords of champagne, star fruit, apple,
aquatic accords, tonka bean, and golden quince. Its heart blossoms with
crystal peony and purple freesia, sweet musk, bitter orange, followed by
the warm base of amber, almond crème, sugared sandalwood and velvet
musk.

YSL “Y” This fragrance represents a balance between freshness and strength.
Like a crisp white t-shirt, notes of bergamot, sage and ginger o�er a
sharp juicy freshness to challenge convention and exceed all
expectations. At its base, soft notes of balsam fir, cedarwood and
marine ambergris embody the subtle power of a tailored black jacket
that is refined, chic and surprisingly powerful. An authentic and bold
creation; masculinity re-defined.

YUM ME YUM Yum Me Yum is a new scent containing notes of Mediterranean
orchards and refreshing sea salt accords, with the dominant fruity note
of the watermelon in the heart. Top notes are Pear, Calone and
Tangerine; middle notes are Watermelon, Watery Notes, Strawberry,
Sea Salt, Apple, Tiare Flower, Hedione and Rose; base notes are Praline,
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Musk and Amber.

* The names of any designer perfumes may be trademarked by its respective owner.

a company
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